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Foreword
DIGITAL ELECTRONICS - laboratory is intended to be an invitation for those who would
like to start a career in the domain of digital integrated circuits.
Digital IC technology advances year by year at a rate which is unimaginable for other areas of
technology. However the basic knowledge remains the same and lays the foundation for developing a
career in the ﬁeld of digital electronics engineering. After all, every digital system, no matter how
complex is, it is built from logic gates and ﬂip-ﬂops...
A pre-request for the laboratory is the Digital electronics course. The course website is:
www.dannicula.ro/ed
DIGITAL ELECTRONICS - laboratory have two main objectives:
• Presenting the properties of the real-life digital signals. Real digital signals are not as ”beautiful”
and rectangular shaped as the ones seen on course presentations and simulation waveforms. The
real waveform of digital signals can be viewed by using an oscilloscope. Both digital and analog
oscilloscopes have advantages and disadvantages when it comes to the investigation of digital
signals, but the oscilloscope will remain an essential tool in the praxis of an electrical engineer,
even in the ”age of virtualisation”.
The author considers that the know-how of using an oscilloscope is part of the elementary and
fundamental knowledge base of every electrical engineer practising hardware.
• Presenting the design methodology of digital systems implemented on Xilinx FGPAs (Field Programmable Gate Array). All digital systems described during laboratory classes are based on
schematic description. The design of more complex digital systems is covered in the ”Hardware Description Languages” course which has laboratory and project classes allocated as
well.
The ﬁrst objective (the know-how of using oscilloscopes) is permanently pursued in all laboratory
classes, even in the ones dedicated for studying FPGA based digital system implementation.
The second objective (FPGA implementation methodology) is pursued in laboratory classed from 4
to 7.
• Lab 1 presents the 3 instruments used in the laboratory: the DC power supply, the programmable function generator and the oscilloscope. Both methods for voltage and time period
measurements using the oscilloscope are presented in detail.
• Lab 2 proposes practising the methodology of measurements with the oscilloscope and studying
the behavior of RC circuits. RC circuits are modelling the eﬀects which can be observed at the
pin connections of an integrated circuit.
• Lab 3 presents the methods of measuring propagation delays. For illustration, the students will
make measurements on inverters implemented in TTL and CMOS technology. As part of this
lab, the students will also study the behavior of inverters connected in a loop, for both odd and
even number of inverters.
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Digital Electronics - Laboratory • Lab 4 introduces the methodology of digital system design based on schematic description. The
implementation will be done on a Xilinx FPGA device.
• Lab 5 proposes practising the digital system design methodology intended for FPGA based
implementation. The students will implement some simple combinatorial circuits. The resulted
system will be investigated by connecting the inputs to the available switches on the board while
the outputs will be connected to LEDs. Thus, the implemented system can be triggered and the
behavior monitored with the oscilloscope or the logic analyser.
• Lab 6 continues on exercising the FPGA speciﬁc design methodology studying diﬀerent type of
combinatorial circuits like: decoders, multiplexers, adders.
• Lab 7 proposes performing 2 experiments to strengthen the knowledge about latches and ﬂipﬂops. The students will study the diﬀerence between the behavior of the latch and the D ﬂip-ﬂop.

The necessary source ﬁles needed for the laboratory classes can be found at the following website:
www.dannicula.ro/books/edEngLab
To ensure an eﬃcient assimilation of the knowledge of these laboratory, the author recommends
the following work methodology:
• The students should read the laboratory description in advance, in order to refresh the knowledge
acquired during the courses. They also should make a plan of the work-ﬂow.
• During the laboratory classes, the students must have the text of the current laboratory and a
notebook. They will note the results of the experiments, the answers to diﬀerent questions that
can be found in the text as well as the answers for the questions addressed by the professor.
• Before the actual laboratory work starts, the professor will verify if the students have the required
theoretical knowledge for the the current laboratory. These tests will provide an assessment of
20% of the ﬁnal grade. If it is considered that the student does not have the necessary knowledge
for the lab, because he does not read the text in advance, the student will be denied the right to
continue laboratory work.
• During laboratory, the students will operate in groups, on a set of laboratory equipments. The
professor will provide students with the necessary support and will respond to their questions
related to the laboratory work-ﬂow. The activity of the students during laboratory will be evaluated during the semester. This evaluation will provide an assessment of 60% of the ﬁnal grade.
For a correct evaluation, the professor will take into account the student’s practical work, the
spirit of collegiality, the notes taken in the notebook and the student’s personal contributions.
• At the end of the semester, students will hold a laboratory assessment. Issues covered in the
assessment will be strictly related to the laboratory work done and will represent 20% of the
ﬁnal grade. On this occasion, the professor will make an overall assessment and each student
will be given a grade.

The author appreciates the involvement of the following students in the development of these laboratory classes:
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• Mădalina TURIAC
• Nicuşor COJOCARU
• Gabriel CARAGEA

The current book is a translation from Romanian of the book ELECTRONICĂ DIGITALĂ Laborator, Editura Universităţii Transilvania din Braşov, 2009, website:
www.dannicula.ro/books/edLab
Kind appreciation to
• ZSIGMOND Attila
for English translation of the text.

The author appreciates any comments and suggestions on this guidebook made by email to:
dan.nicula@unitbv.ro

Braşov, January 2014.

Dan NICULA
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Laboratory 1
Laboratory equipments. Parameters of
digital signals.
1.1

Objectives

This laboratory presents detailed description of the equipments used during the lab and measurement
techniques speciﬁcally used in the ﬁeld of digital electronics:
• HAMEG HM8143 programmable power supply;
• HAMEG HM8131-2 programmable function generator;
• HAMEG HM1508-2 dual-mode (digital/analog) oscilloscope.
The hands-on demonstrations provides the opportunity for students to get familiarized with the
operation of the laboratory equipment.
The related data-sheets, manuals and device drivers for the equipments can be found on the
laboratory website.

1.2

HAMEG HM8143 programmable power supply

The stabilized power supply generates a constant output voltage, regardless of the potential ﬂuctuations of the ambient temperature, output load or supply voltage. The power supplies are used to
power the integrated circuits that are going to be studied during diﬀerent laboratories.
The main features of the HM8143 programmable power supply are:
• Two fully independent, adjustable power outputs with voltage range from 0 to 30V, 2A and
an additional ﬁxed voltage output of 5V, 2A;
• Display resolution 10mV/1mA;
• Possibility of connecting the two independent, variable power outputs in parallel to achieve
higher output currents (max. 6A) or in series to obtain higher voltages (max. 65V);
• Maximum load on each channel is 60W (max. 2A);
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• Supports generation of supply voltages with predeﬁned waveforms (4096 points, 12 bits); Able
to create custom arbitrary waveform.
• Includes software for remote control and arbitrary waveform generation;
• Electronic fuses for the 30V power outputs;
• Supports modulation of the output voltage with an input signal in the range of 0-10V, 50kHz.
The front and rear panels of the HM8143 programmable power supply are shown in ﬁgure 1.1.

Figure 1.1 Front and rear panels of the HM8143 programmable power supply.

The control and display functions are:
• 1. POWER - Power switch on/oﬀ. The power supply connector is located on the rear panel.
• 2. REMOTE - LED which turns on when the device is controlled remotely through the serial
interface.
• 3, 13. CV - Green LEDs turning on when the device is operating in ”constant voltage” mode.
• 4, 12. CC - Red LEDs turning on when the device is operating in ”constant current” mode.
• 5, 11. Digital Display (2 x 4 digits) - Displays the preset or measured values of the output
voltage and current.
• 6, 10. VOLTAGE - Button and LED used to select the output voltage as the value going to
be modiﬁed by the rotary knob.

1.3. Programmable function generator
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• 7. CURRENT - Button and LED used to select the maximum output current as the value
going to be modiﬁed by the rotary knob.
• 8. Rotary knob - Rotary switch used to modify the value of the output voltage and maximum output current. One of the two functions is selected by pressing the VOLTAGE or
CURRENT button. The preset values of the output voltage and maximum output current
are displayed on the numerical display of the device.
• 9. CURRENT - Button and LED used to select the maximum output current as the value
going to be modiﬁed by the rotary knob. By pressing this button after the device start-up the
beeper can be enabled/disabled.
• 14. TRACKING - Button and LED used to enable/disable the ”tracking” function for the
30V output.
• 15. FUSE - Button and LED used to enable/disable the electronic fuse for the 30V output.
• 16, 18. 0-30V/2A - 4mm output sockets for the 30V variable outputs.
• 17. 5V/2A - 4mm output sockets for the 5V ﬁxed output.
• 19. OUTPUT - Button and LED used to enable/disable all outputs.
• 20. MODULATION R/L - BNC connector for the modulation of the 30V outputs based
on an input signal 0-10V, max. 50kHz.
• 21. USB/RS-232 Interface - Optional: HO880, IEEE-488 (GPIB).
• 22. TRIGGER IN/OUT - Input/output BNC connectors for the trigger signals from/to
HM8143, TTL standard.
• 23. Voltage selector - Power supply voltage selector, 115V/230V.
• 24. Power supply input - Power supply cable socket.

1.3

Programmable function generator

The programmable function generator allows generation of output signals with diﬀerent waveforms
(sine, triangular, square, random), variable frequency and amplitude.
The HAMEG HM8131-2 signal generator is a frequency synthesis based generator with output
frequencies up to 15MHz. The device uses digital synthesis in order to generate both standard
waveform signals (sine, square, ramp, triangular) and as arbitrary waveforms.
The main features of the HM8131-2 are:
• Output frequency range from 100µHz to 15MHz.
• Output voltage between 20mVpp and 20Vpp (without load).
• Direct Digital Synthesizer (DDS).
• Input for external time base signal (10MHz).
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• Supported waveforms: sine, triangular, square, sawtooth, white or coloured noise, random.
• Arbitrary waveforms (40 MSamples/sec, 12 bits).
• Supported modulation types: AM, FSK, PSK, Phase.
• Master-Slave operation mode with up to 3 generators.
• Serial interface and dedicated software (RS-232) for remote control and arbitrary waveform
generation.
• SRAM memory card for waveform storage (optional HO831).
• RS-232 serial interface, optional: USB, IEEE-488.
The front and rear panels of the HM8131-2 programmable function generator are shown in ﬁgure
1.2.

Figure 1.2 The front and rear panels of the HAMEG HM8131-2 programmable function generator.

The functions of the main elements of front and rear panels are:
1. Two-line (20 characters/line) Liquid Crystal Display (LCD)
2. Trigger source input.
3. Button for menu operation selection.
4. SRAM card slot.
5. Control buttons for menu operation.

1.4. HAMEG HM1508 analog/digital oscilloscope
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6. Button for returning from menu operation.
7. Oﬀset indicator.
8. Buttons used to select the variable to be modiﬁed by the rotary knob.
9. Rotary knob used to increment/decrement selected values.
10. Numerical keyboard.
11. Return/delete button.
12. 50Ω BNC output.
13. Enable/Disable button for the output.
14. On/Oﬀ switch.
15. Power supply cable socket.
16. USB/RS-232 interfaces (optional IEEE-488 GPIB).
17. Sweep output.
18. Trigger source output.
19. 10MHz reference signal input/output.
20. AM input.
Deﬁnition of the customizable parameters of the signals generated by a HM8131 is shown in ﬁgure
1.3.

Figure 1.3 Definition of the customizable parameters of the signals generated by a HM8131.

These parameters can be customized using the numerical keyboard on the front panel also. The
adjustment domains can be selected by the following buttons: Hz/mV, kHz/V, MHz/%. The
nominal values of the selected parameters can be set by hitting the 0-9 buttons or by the rotary
knob.

1.4

HAMEG HM1508 analog/digital oscilloscope

The HM1508-2 oscilloscope combines the two main types of oscilloscopes (analog and digital) into a
single device. Switching between analog and digital operation mode can be done with a single push
of a button.
In analog operation mode the input signals can reach frequencies up to 150 MHz, while in digital
operation mode the sampling speed is 1 Gsamples/second. While viewing an input signal in digital
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mode the user can switch to analog mode by simple push of a button, thus displaying the real signal,
as the device preserves the time base, amplitude and synchronization settings.
The beneﬁts of digital operation mode are:
• Capture and storage of single occurrence events (like voltage spikes).
• Lack of ﬂicker eﬀects while displaying low frequency signals.
• Fast or low duty cycle signals can be displayed with good luminosity of the spot.
• Having storage capabilities the investigated signals can be processed and documented.
The disadvantages of the digital operation mode are:
• An analog oscilloscope displays the real signal in real-time. Digital oscilloscopes don’t display
the real signal, but the one reconstructed from the stored samples, doing this way a pre-ﬁltering
of low frequency signals. Displaying the signal in real-time cannot be done due to the time
consumed for the necessary calculations.
• The sampling rate of digital oscilloscopes is lower with an order of magnitude than the sampling
rate of analog oscilloscopes. Due to this, digital oscilloscopes cannot capture very fast events
like voltage spikes.
• There is no information carried by the luminosity of the displayed waveform, this always having
maximum luminosity. Also, very fast edges that cannot be displayed by an analog oscilloscope
will be displayed with the same luminosity as the slow parts of the signal, thus producing
representation errors. This issue is caused by the fact that digital oscilloscopes do not only
display the stored samples, but some additional set of values obtained by interpolation.
• Due to the limited memory size, the maximum sampling rate of digital oscilloscopes have to
be reduced for slow time base signals.
The main features of HM1508-2 dual-mode oscilloscope are:
• 1 Gsamples/second in real-time sampling mode, 10 Gsamples/second in random sampling mode.
• Memory of 1 million points for each channel, zoom ratio up to la 50,000 : 1.
• FFT for spectral analysis.
• 4 channels (2 analog and 2 logic channels).
• Deﬂection coeﬃcient range from 1mV/div. to 20V/div.
• Domain of time base from 50 s/div. to 5 ns/div.
• Low noise, 8bit A/D converters.
• Supported acquisition mode: Single, Refresh, Average, Envelope, Roll, Peak-Detect.
• USB/RS-232, optional: IEEE-488 or Ethernet/USB.
• Signal displaying modes: Yt, XY and FFT.

1.4. HAMEG HM1508 analog/digital oscilloscope
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• Interpolation modes: Sinx/x, Pulse, Dot Join (linear).
The front panel of HM1508-2 dual-mode oscilloscope is shown in ﬁgure 1.4.

Figure 1.4 The front panel of the HAMEG HM1508-2 dual-mode oscilloscope.

The function of the buttons found on the front panel are the following:
• 1. POWER - On/Oﬀ switch.
• 2. INTENS - Potentiometer used to adjust luminosity of the displayed waveform.
• 3. FOCUS/TRACE/MENU - Button for menu activation, customization of the function of
INTENS button and settings like luminosity of the displayed image, luminosity of the menu,
focus, display rotation and enable/disable the on-screen display.
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• 4. CURSOR MEASURE - Button used to activate the ”cursor” menu which oﬀers diﬀerent
options for measurements.
• 5. ANALOG/DIGITAL - Button used to switch between the analog (green) and digital
mode (blue).
• 6. RUN/STOP - Button with the following functions:
RUN: Signal acquisition is ongoing.
STOP (constant light): Signal acquisition is stopped.
STOP (blinking light): Signal acquisition is ongoing. Blinking light will go oﬀ once the acquisition is done.
• 7. MATH - Button used to activate the mathematical functions menu in digital operation
mode.
• 8. ACQUIRE - Button used to activate the capture and display menu in digital operation
mode.
• 9. SAVE/RECALLE - Button used to activate the reference menu of the signal and change
the settings for the memory in digital operation mode.
• 10. SETTINGS - Button used to activate the language menu and other functions.
• 11. AUTOSET - Button used to initiate the automatic setup of the oscilloscope based on
some basic measurements of the signal going to be displayed.
• 12. HELP - Button used to display the help menu.
• 13. POSITION 1 - Rotary knob used to control the current value of the selected parameter,
such as signals, cursors or digital zoom.
• 14. POSITION 2 - Rotary knob used to control the current value of the selected parameter,
such as signals, cursors or digital zoom.
• 15. CH1/2-CURSOR-CH3/4-MA/REF-ZOOM - Button used to activate the menu
and indicate the current parameter to be changed by the press of buttons POSITION 1 and
POSITION 2.
• 16. VOLTS/DIV-SCALE-VAR - Rotary knob used to set the deﬂection coeﬃcient and
parameters for Y axis for channel 1.
• 17. VOLTS/DIV-SCALE-VAR - Rotary knob used to set the deﬂection coeﬃcient and
parameters for Y axis for channel 2.
• 18. AUTO-MEASURE - Button used to activate the menus and sub-menus for automeasurement features.
• 19. LEVEL A/B - FFT - Marker - Rotary button used to set the triggering level for A
and B time bases.
• 20. MODE - Button used to activate the selection menu for triggering mode.
• 21. FILTER - Button used to activate the menu for selecting the coupling mode, noise
rejection method and triggering edge.

1.4. HAMEG HM1508 analog/digital oscilloscope
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• 22. SOURCE - Button used to select the triggering source (i.e. CH1, CH2, Alternate
CH1/CH2, External, power supply).
• 23. TRIG - LED which lights up when the signal reaches the preset triggering threshold.
• 24. NORM - LED which lights up when NORMAL or SINGLE EVENT triggering mode is
activated.
• 25. HOLD OFF - LED which lights up when delayed timebase operation mode is selected
(only in analog mode), using HOR/VAR (30) button.
• 26. X-POS/DELAY - Button which activates and indicates by it’s colour the current function
of the HORIZONTAL(27) rotary knob.
• 27. HORIZONTAL - Rotary knob used to modify the position on X axis (analog operation
mode) or pre/post-triggering time (digital operation mode).
• 28. TIME/DIV-SCLAE-VAR - Rotary button used to modify A and B time bases and
scaling.
• 29. MAG x 10 - Button for 10x digital zoom for X axis, analog mode Yt.
• 30. HOR/VAR - Button used to activate the zoom menu in digital operation mode, menu
for A and B time bases conﬁguration and control menu for delayed time base.
• 31. CH1/VAR - Button used to activate the menu for CH1 setting (coupling mode AC/GND/DC,
inverting, probe control).
• 32. VERT/XY - Button used to activate the menu for vertical display mode, summing and
XY mode, limited bandwidth mode (single channel mode, dual or chopped mode, summing of
the two channels, XY mode).
• 33. CH2/VAR - Button used to activate the menu for CH2 setting (coupling mode AC/GND/DC,
inverting, probe control).
• 34. INPUT CH1 - BNC input for channel 1 or horizontal deﬂection for XY mode.
• 35. INPUT CH2 - BNC input for channel 2.
• 36. CH3/4 - Button having the following functions:
Digital mode: Activates channels 3 and 4. CH4 is used as triggering source.
Analog mode: CH4 can be used to modulate the trace’s intensity if the external triggering is
deactivated.
• 37. FFT - Button used to activate the FFT menu.
• 38. CH3 LOGIC INPUT - BNC connector for channel 3 in digital mode.
• 39. CH4 LOGIC INPUT - BNC connector for channel 4 in digital mode. In analog mode
this input is used as the signal source for the trace’s intensity modulation.
• 40. PROBE/ADJ - Output socket delivering a reference square signal used to ﬁne tune the
probe’s frequency compensation parameters.
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• 41. PROBE/ADJ - Button used to activate the menu containing component testing features,
options for the frequency of probe calibration reference signal, hardware and software related
informations.
• 42. COMPONENT TESTER - Two 4 mm sockets used to connect the tested component.
The left socket is connected to the ground.
• 43. USB Stick - USB socket for ﬂash memories used to store the displayed signals and their
parameters.
• 44. MENU OFF - Button used to deactivate the menu or navigate one level up in the menu
hierarchy.

1.5

Measurements with the oscilloscope

The oscilloscope displays a graphical representation of the waveform of an electric signal which is
varying in time. The display of the oscilloscope should be seen as a graph representing on the
horizontal axis the time and on the vertical axis representing a voltage. More than one
signals can be displayed in the same time, thus the timing correlation between them can be analysed.

1.5.1

Voltage measurement

The voltage of a signal can be measured on the vertical axis of the displayed image. Before starting a
voltage measurement, the oscilloscope must be calibrated on the vertical axis. The calibration process
ensures precise voltage/division readings. The calibration on the horizontal axis is not necessary.
The calibration process consists in adjusting the reference voltage level to match a horizontal
marking on the display. The calibration process is described in details in the following section:
• The ﬁrst step is to connect the channel to the ground (by pressing CH1/VAR and from the
menu of CH1 selecting Ground On option). A ﬂat horizontal line (constant signal 0V) will be
displayed by the oscilloscope. The ﬂat line appears only if the trigger mode is set to automatic.
If the image disappears from the display, press MODE button and ensure the Trigger mode
is set to Auto.
• By adjusting the POSITION button the horizontal line (representing constant 0 V) can be
aligned with a horizontal reticle. This reticle will be the reference level for the signals analysed
on this channel.
• In the menu of CH1 (displayed by pressing the CH1/VAR button), the user should check for
Variable Oﬀ. In this case, the vertical dimension of a division corresponds to the absolute
voltage value displayed in the lower left corner of the display (for example: CH1:10mV).
In order to display the volts/division information in the lower left corner, the Readout On
setting must be activated in the menu which pops up when hitting the FOCUS/TRACE
button.
• Repeat the calibration steps for channel 2.
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The relative voltage value (between two levels of a signal) can be obtained by counting the
number of vertical divisions between the two points. The necessary steps for measuring a relative
voltage are the following:
• At ﬁrst, the oscilloscope have to be calibrated on the vertical axis for the channel which going
to be used for the measurement (as described previously).
• Display the signal in DC mode (verify the setting in the menu which pop up by hitting
CH1/VAR button).
• By rotating the VOLTS/DIV button the displayed signal’s magnitude should be adjusted in
such way to ensure the waveform ﬁt in the display and there is a largest possible number of
vertical division between the measuring points.
• By rotating the POSITION button on of the two measuring points of the signal can be aligned
with a horizontal reticle.
• Count the number of vertical divisions and subdivisions between the two measuring points.
• The measured relative voltage value can be obtained based on the following equation:
V =H ·D·A

(1.1)

where:
V - the calculated value of the voltage of the signal applied to the input of the oscilloscope (in
volts [V]);
H - the number of vertical divisions and sub-divisions counted between the two measuring
points (in divisions [div]);
D - the vertical deﬂection coeﬃcient of the oscilloscope after calibration, in Volt/div.
A - attenuation factor of the probe (1X, 10X or 100X).
The graphical representation of a display of an oscilloscope with an ongoing voltage measurement
is presented in ﬁgure 1.5.

Figure 1.5 Voltage measurements with the oscilloscope.
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Absolute voltage values (between a measuring point and the reference level, the ground) can
be calculated by counting the vertical divisions between the measuring point and the reference level,
the ground (GND).
The necessary steps for an absolute voltage measurement are the following:
• At ﬁrst, the oscilloscope have to be calibrated on the vertical axis for the channel which going
to be used for the measurement (as described previously). Adjust the voltage reference level
(GND) to match a horizontal reticle.
• Display the signal.
• By rotating the VOLTS/DIV button the displayed signal’s magnitude should be adjusted in
such way to ensure the waveform ﬁt in the display and there is a largest possible number of
vertical division between the measuring points.
• Count the number of vertical divisions and subdivisions between the measuring point and the
reference level.
• The measured absolute voltage value can be obtained based on the following equation:
V =H ·D·A

1.5.2

(1.2)

Time measurement

Time interval measurements are done using the horizontal axis of the oscilloscope. Before proceeding
with any time interval measurement, the oscilloscope have to be calibrated on the horizontal axis.
Proceeding through the calibration process we ensure that precise time values are set for horizontal
division. For time interval measurements there is no need to calibrate the oscilloscope on the vertical
axis.
The necessary steps for the horizontal calibration are the following:
• Push the HOR/VAR button and set A Variable Oﬀ.
• In this moment the absolute time value associated to horizontal division is displayed in the
upper left corner of the display (e.g. A:200us).
• Calibration of the oscilloscope on the horizontal axis (time axis) is done simultaneously for
both channels.
The time interval between two events can be measured by counting number of horizontal
divisions between the considered measuring points. For a time interval measurement follow the
steps:
• Calibrate the oscilloscope on the horizontal axis.
• Display the signal.
• By rotating the TIME/DIV button the displayed signal’s duration should be adjusted in
such way to ensure the waveform ﬁt in the display and there is a largest possible number of
horizontal division between the measuring points.

1.6. Measuring parameters of electrical signals with the oscilloscope
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• By rotating the HORIZONTAL move one of the measuring points to align with a vertical
reticle.
• Count the number of horizontal divisions and subdivisions between the ﬁrst and the second
measuring points.
• The actual time interval can be calculated using the following equation:
t=L·B

(1.3)

where:
t - the calculated value of the time interval in [sec/ms/us];
L - number of divisions and subdivisions counted between the two measuring points in [div];
B - time base coeﬃcient in [time/div].
The graphical representation of a display of an oscilloscope with an ongoing time interval measurement is presented in ﬁgure 1.6.

Figure 1.6 Time interval measurements with the oscilloscope.

1.6

Measuring parameters of electrical signals with the oscilloscope

In this section is presented a brief introduction to the parameters of digital signals and the measuring
methods of these with the oscilloscope.

1.6.1

Measuring the period of digital signals

The period of a digital signal is deﬁned as the time interval after the instantaneous values of the
signal begin to repeat. The period of a digital signal is considered between the moments when the
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signals reaches 50% of it’s amplitude in the same sense (ascending or descending). It is strongly
recommended to never consider the beginning or the ending of logic levels as reference points for
period measurements. It is possible that digital signals present curved shapes in these areas. To
measure the period of a digital signal follow the below steps:
• Calibrate the oscilloscope on the horizontal axis.
• Display the signal.
• By rotating the TIME/DIV button the displayed signal’s duration should be adjusted in
such way to ensure the waveform ﬁt in the display and there is a largest possible number of
horizontal division between the measuring points.
• By rotating the POSITION button adjust the position of the signal so that the ”0” logic level
is aligned with the horizontal reticle marked with 0%.
• De-calibrate the oscilloscope on the vertical axis by pressing the (CH1 button and setting Variable On). By continuously adjusting the vertical de-calibration (by rotating the VOLTS/DIV
button), align the ”1” logic level with he horizontal reticle marked with 100%. If the displayed
image disappears, make sure that the synchronization level (marked with a cross in the left
side of the display) is between the minimum and maximum level of the examined signal.
• The two events that marks the beginning and the ending of a period of the digital signal
are the points when the signals reaches central horizontal reticle (marked as 50%), in the
same sense (ascending or descending). If the rising or falling edges are too fast, they will
not be visible in analog operation mode. By switching to digital operation mode (pressing
ANALOG/DIGITAL button) even the fast edges can be displayed.
• By rotating the HORIZONTAL button adjust the position of the signal so the ﬁrst measuring
point (start of the period of the signal) is aligned to a vertical reticle.
• Figure 1.7 shows the correct positioning of a signal for period measurement.

Figure 1.7 Measuring the period of digital signals.

1.6. Measuring parameters of electrical signals with the oscilloscope
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• Count the number of horizontal divisions and subdivisions between the ﬁrst (start of the period)
and the second measuring points (end of the period).

• The number of read divisions can be converted into an absolute time value.

The frequency of the signal can be determined using the following equation:

f = 1/T

1.6.2

(1.4)

Measuring the duration of logic levels and determining the duty
cycle

The duration of a logic level is considered between the points when the signals reaches the central
horizontal reticle (marked as 50%) while ascending and descending for logic high level or
descending and ascending for logic low level. Measuring the duration of logic levels is similar
to measuring periods. So we can set the display options as described in the section dedicated for
period measurements.
The width of logic ”0” (denoted by Tl ) is considered between the moment when the signal reaches
the horizontal reticle marked with 50% while descending and the moment when it reaches the same
reticle while ascending.
The width of logic ”1” (denoted by Th ) is considered between the moment when the signal reaches
the horizontal reticle marked with 50% while ascending and the moment when it reaches the same
reticle while descending.
Figure 1.8 shows the correct positioning of the signal for measuring the width of logic ”1” level.
The duty cycle of a digital signal can be calculated based on the signal’s period and the width of
the logic ”1” level with the formula:

δ=

Tl
[%]
T

(1.5)
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Figure 1.8 Measuring the duration of logic ”1” level of a digital signal.

1.6.3

Measuring the duration of rising and falling edges of digital signals

The rise and fall time of real digital signals is always greater than 0. In some cases we can observe
the so called ”overshoots” (when the signal’s voltage temporary exceeds the value of logic level ”1”
while switching from ”0” to ”1”) or very slow transitions.
Due to these overshoots, the duration of rising and falling edges is considered between the moments
when the signal reaches 10% and 90% of it’s amplitude.
For measuring the duration of the rising edge of a digital signal follow the below steps:
• Calibrate the oscilloscope on the horizontal axis.
• Display the signal.
• By rotating the TIME/DIV button adjust the displayed signal’s duration in such way to
ensure the waveform ﬁts in the display and there is a largest possible number of horizontal
division between the measuring points. You can also activate the magnify (zoom) function by
pressing the MAG x10 button.
• By rotating the POSITION button adjust the position of the signal so that the ”0” logic level
is aligned with the horizontal reticle marked with 0%.
• De-calibrate the oscilloscope on the vertical axis by pressing (CH1 button and setting Variable
On). By continuously adjusting the vertical de-calibration (by rotating the VOLTS/DIV
button), align the ”1” logic level with he horizontal reticle marked with 100%. If the displayed
image disappears, make sure that the synchronization level (marked with a cross in the left
side of the display) is between the minimum and maximum level of the examined signal. Note
that overshoots can exceed 0% and 100% levels.

1.6. Measuring parameters of electrical signals with the oscilloscope
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• The duration of a rising edge is considered between the moments when the signal reaches 10%
and 90% of it’s amplitude in the same sense (ascending).
The duration of a falling edge is considered between the moments when the signal reaches 90%
and 10% of it’s amplitude in the same sense (descending).

• By rotating the HORIZONTAL button adjust the position of the signal so the ﬁrst measuring
point (10% of the amplitude of the signal) is aligned to a vertical reticle.

• Figure 1.9 shows the correct position of a digital signal on the oscilloscope for measuring the
duration of it’s rising edge.

Figure 1.9 Measuring the duration of the rising edge of a digital signal.

1.6.4

Measuring the propagation delays

The propagation delay of the signals in real electronics circuits in always greater than 0. The
propagation delay between the input and output of a circuit can be measured with an oscilloscope
using 2 channels. The input and output signals have to displayed simultaneously. The propagation
delay is considered to be the time taken by a rising or a falling edge to propagate from the input to
the output of the circuit. For this type of measurement the signals should be displayed as shown if
ﬁgure 1.10.
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Figure 1.10 Measuring the propagation delay through an inverter circuit.

• Adjust the input and output signal to ﬁt between the horizontal reticles marked with 0% and
100%.

• Calibrate the oscilloscope on the horizontal axis. By adjusting the time base and activating the
magnify (zoom) function expand the area of interest (the section where the input and output
signal passes 50% of it’s amplitude).

• By rotating the HORIZONTAL button adjust the position of the signal so the ﬁrst measuring
point (always related to the input signal) is aligned to a vertical reticle. Count the number of
divisions and subdivisions from the ﬁrst to the second measuring point (always related to the
output signal).

Figure 1.10 shows the case of propagation delay measurement when the circuit is an inverter. Measuring propagation delays for non-inverting circuits (like AND gates) is done similarly, as exempliﬁed
in ﬁgure 1.11.

1.7. Laboratory measurements
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Figure 1.11 Measuring the propagation delay through an AND gate.

1.7

Laboratory measurements

1. Switch on the oscilloscope. Using the ANALOG/DIGITAL button activate the analog
operation mode (LED emitting green light). Calibrate the oscilloscope on both vertical and
horizontal axis (CH1/VAR Variable Oﬀ, CH2/VAR Variable Oﬀ, HOR/VAR A Variable Oﬀ). Connect the measuring probe for channel 1. Note the attenuation factor written
on the cover of the probe.
2. Display only the signal for channel 1 (menu VERT/XY, CH1).
3. Display the internally generated calibration signal of the oscilloscope (PROBE ADJ ). Connecting the ground is not necessary. A ground connection is ensured inside the oscilloscope.
Check the square shape of the calibration signal (if you can’t see the signal, press AUTOSET).
Draw the displayed signal. Pay attention to the positioning of the signal relative to ground
level and time axis.
Check the amplitude of logic levels ”0” and ”1” of the calibration signal. In order to ﬁgure
out where the ground reference level is situated on the display call CH1 Ground (GND)
On menu point and adjust the ground level’s position using POSITION 1 button so that
the ﬂat line (GND level) aligned with a horizontal reticle. Now, return to displaying the signal
by setting CH1 Ground (GND) Oﬀ. Count the number of divisions and subdivisions and
convert it to a voltage value.
Measure the amplitude of the signal. Does it corresponds with the value displayed by the
oscilloscope?
Measure the voltage levels and logic amplitude of the signal with the automatic measurement features oﬀered by the oscilloscope. Press CURSOR MEASURE, select Voltage
and then place the two vertical cursors by rotating POSITION1/2 buttons. The result
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of the automatic voltage measurement is displayed in the upper right corner of the display
(∆V(CH1)=200mV).
The HAMEG oscilloscope has an automatic calibration option which can be enabled by selecting
SETTINGS Self Cal.
4. Switch on the Hameg power supply. Connect one of the oscilloscope probes to the power
output 0 - 30 V of the power supply. Make sure to enable the power output of the power
supply by pressing OUTPUT button. The output is enabled when the LED is lit. Check the
voltage value measured by the oscilloscope and make sure it corresponds to the value displayed
by the power supply. Make sure the oscilloscope has the channel operation mode set to DC
(button CH1 DC). Pay attention and correlate the number of counted divisions with the
Volts/division settings of the oscilloscope. Adjust the output voltage of the power supply by
pressing VOLTAGE button and then use the rotary knob. Make some measurements for
diﬀerent voltage values.
Switch the channel operation mode to AC. What can you notice on the displayed image if you
vary the DC output voltage of the power supply? Can you explain the behaviour?
5. Use the oscilloscope to check the 5V 2A output voltage of the power supply.
6. Switch on the programmable function generator. Set it to generate a square signal
of 10KHz and 5V amplitude. Activate the signal output by pressing OUTPUT button (the
output is active when the LED is lit). Connect one of the oscilloscope’s probe to the output
socket of the generator. Measure the period and the amplitude of ”0” and ”1” logic levels.
From the generator vary the oﬀset of the output signal. Check for correspondence between the
values displayed on the generator and the values measured by the oscilloscope.
7. Set the generator to ensure an oﬀset of 1V. Display the signal using DC operation mode for
the used channel. Switch channel operation mode to AC by selecting (CH1 AC). What can
you notice when displaying the signal in DC mode? Slowly vary the oﬀset of the generated
signal. How can you explain the vertical movement of displayed waveform? Channel operation
mode (DC vs. AC) can be selected from the menu which pops up when hitting CH1 button.
8. Using the oscilloscope measure the period of the signal and determine it’s frequency. Compare
the calculated value of the frequency with the value displayed by the generator. In order to
measure the signal period, position the signal on the display by considering the moment it
crosses the 50% amplitude reticle. Set the menu control CH1 to Variable On and use the
buttons VOLTS/DIV and POSITION 1 to obtain a proper alignment of the waveform near
0% and 100% horizontal traces.
9. Vary the frequency of the signal generated by the programmable generator and observe the
behaviour of the waveforms displayed by the oscilloscope. Vary the frequency range (10KHz,
1KHz, 100Hz, 10Hz, 1Hz) and observe the intensity of the trace. You can notice that when
displaying low frequency signals the displayed waveform’s intensity is ﬂuctuating. For oscilloscope, use the automatic setup future by pressing the AUTOSET button. View the signals
with the same frequencies using the digital operation mode of the oscilloscope.
Vary the oﬀset of the signal from the generator and observe the changing behaviour of the
displayed waveform. Switch between DC and AC channel operation mode. Observe and
explain the diﬀerences.

1.7. Laboratory measurements
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Vary the amplitude of the generated signal and observe how the displayed waveforms are
changing. Observe the diﬀerences in the waveforms related to the ground reference. Switch
between DC and AC channel operation mode. Observe and explain the diﬀerences.
10. Study the diﬀerences between alternated and chopped sampling mode when operating the
oscilloscope in dual channel mode (investigating two signals). Connect both channels to the
ground by selecting CH1, Ground (GND) On and CH2, Ground (GND) On. Modify
time base by rotating TIME/DIV until the trace points become visible (100ms/div). Switch
between alternated and chopped sampling modes VERT/XY DUAL alt or VERT/XY
DUAL chop. Observe and explain the diﬀerent behaviour of the moving trace points of
channel 1 and channel 2. Observe the traces in digital operation mode of the oscilloscope.
Note that in digital mode there is a single option for dual channel sampling mode VERT/XY
DUAL.

Laboratory 2
Measurements on digital signals.
2.1

Objectives

The objective is to strengthen the knowledge gained in the previous laboratory:
• Familiarize with the laboratory equipments (function generator, power supply, oscilloscope in
analog/digital mode);
• Measurement of the parameters of digital signals with the oscilloscope.
Additionally, the behavior of RC derivation and integration circuits will be studied.

2.2

Laboratory measurements

2.2.1

Measurements on digital signals

This section of the laboratory class assumes the knowledge of the measurement procedures described
in the previous laboratory.
1. Set the programmable function generator to obtain a signal with the following characteristics:
Waveform:
Frequency:
Amplitude:
Oﬀset:

square;
1 kHz;
5V;
2.5V.

Connect the output of the generator to one of the two channels of the oscilloscope. Measure
with the oscilloscope the following parameters of the signal:
Period;
Width of ”0” and ”1” logic levels;
Voltage levels of ”0” and ”1” logic states;
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Based on the results of the measurements, calculate the following:
Frequency;
Duty cycle;
Logical amplitude.
Fill in the table 2.1. Specify the measurement units for both the measured and calculated
values.
Table 2.1
Measurements and calculations on the parameters of digital signals.
Frequency

Period
[T]

Measurements
Width Level
”0”
[TH ]
[VL ]

Level
”1”
[VH ]

Calculations
Frequency Duty
Logical
Cycle Amplitude
[f]
[δ ]
[VH − VL ]

100 Hz
200 Hz
500 Hz
1 kHz
2 kHz
5 kHz
10 kHz
20 kHz
50 kHz
100 kHz
200 kHz
500 kHz
1 MHz

To calculate the frequency, use the following formula:
f=

1
[Hz]
T

(2.1)

The duty cycle can be determined using the formula:
δ=

TH
[%]
T

(2.2)

2. Vary the frequency of the signal and ﬁll in the rows of table 2.1.
3. Vary the parameters of the signal (frequency and amplitude) and analyse the precision of the
measurement by comparing with the values displayed by the generator. Fill in the table 2.2
and make some conclusions regarding the measurement errors of the signal’s period for diﬀerent
frequencies.
The error can be determined using the following equation:
Error =

M osc − M gs
[%]
M gs

Notations:
• Mgs = quantity generated by the generator

(2.3)
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Table 2.2
Evaluation of the precision of frequency and amplitude measurements
Frequency measurement errors
Generated Measured Calculated Calculated
frequency
period
frequency
error
1 kHz
2 kHz
5 kHz
10 kHz
20 kHz
50 kHz
100 kHz
200 kHz
500 kHz
1 MHz

Amplitude measurement errors
Generated Measured Calculated
amplitude amplitude
error
0.1 V
0.2 V
0.5 V
1V
2V
5V
10 V

• Mosc = quantity measured with the oscilloscope
4. Make the following group experiment:
Student 1: Selects a set of values for the frequency, amplitude and oﬀset and sets the programmable function generator to generate a square signal with these parameters.
Student 2: Using the oscilloscope measure the frequency, amplitude and voltage levels of the
signal.
Compare the results of measurements with the values set on the generator and analyse the
precision of the measurements.

2.2.2

RC integration and derivation circuits

This section proposes to determine the way RC integration and derivation circuits aﬀects the waveform and parameters of digital signals.
For demonstrations the breadboard shown in ﬁgure 2.1 will be used.
1. Build an RC integration circuit as shown in ﬁgure 2.2. The RC integration circuit is characterized by the following equations:
1
V out =
C
i=

∫
i dt

(2.4)

Vr
R

(2.5)

V r = V in − V out

(2.6)

So:
1
V out =
C

∫

1
V in − V out
dt ≈
R
RC

∫
V in dt

Conﬁgure the generator in order to generate a signal with the following parameters:

(2.7)
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Figure 2.1 The breadboard used for RC circuit study.

Waveform:
Frequency:
Amplitude:
Oﬀset:

square;
500 Hz;
5V;
2.5V.

Figure 2.2 RC integration circuit.

Connect the generated signal to the input of the RC integration quad-pole. Simultaneously
view the input and output signal using two channels of the oscilloscope.
When applying a square shaped signal to the input of the RC integration circuit the output
signal should be a square shaped signal with it’s edges rounded, as shown in ﬁgure 2.3 (CH1 =
input, CH2 = output). You can observe that if we consider the 50% level of the amplitude as
the measuring points of the signal’s period (as discussed earlier), the output signal is delayed
compared to the input signal.

2.2. Laboratory measurements
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Figure 2.3 Waveforms of the RC integration circuit, square input signal (CH1 - input, CH2 - output).

If we consider a sine input signal (ﬁgure 2.4), we can observe that the waveform is maintained
and there is a phase shift (delay) between the input and output signal.

Figure 2.4 Waveforms of the RC integration circuit, sine input signal (CH1 - input, CH2 - output).

Study the behavior of the RC integration circuit using diﬀerent input waveforms (sine, triangular, square) and diﬀerent values for the resistor noted with R.
For diﬀerent values of the resistor, draw the approximate waveform of the output signal. Measure the period and the pulse widths.
How can you describe the relationship between the RC constant and the output waveforms?
How does the pulse widths of the output signals change depending on the value of the RC
constant?
What happens to the output signal if we use some very big or very small values for the R or
C?
The schematic of the RC integration circuit is shown in ﬁgure 2.5.
2. Build an RC derivation circuit, as shown in ﬁgure 2.6. The derivation circuit is characterized
by the following equations:
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Table 2.3
Evaluation of the eﬀects of the RC integration circuit.
Resistance

Period

Width

.

Waveform

.

Amplitude

1 kΩ

2.7 kΩ

5 kΩ

10 kΩ

10 kΩ
without
capacitor

dV c
V out
=
dt
R

(2.8)

V in = V c + V out

(2.9)

i=C

Hence:
dV c
d(V in − V out)
dV in
= RC
≈ RC
dt
dt
dt
Conﬁgure the function generator with the following parameters:
V out = RC

Waveform:
Frequency:
Amplitude:
Oﬀset:

(2.10)

square;
500 Hz;
5V;
0V.

Apply the generated signal to the input of the RC quad-pole. Simultaneously view the input
and output signal using two channels of the oscilloscope.
When applying a square shaped signal to the input of the RC derivation circuit on the output
we should see a spike-like signal, having non-zero values only around the edges of the input
signal, as shown in ﬁgure 2.7 (CH1 = input, CH2 = output). While the input signal is stable
(either low or high), the output signal is zero (derivative of a constant is zero).
From digital point of view, we can consider that the waveform suﬀers huge modiﬁcation after
passing through the derivation circuit. The utility of these circuits can be considered when
the input signal is a sine. On ﬁgure 2.8 you can observe that sine waveform is maintained
on the output and there is a negative phase shift compared to the input. The possibility of
”anticipating the input” enables us to compensate for an integration circuit with a derivation
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Figure 2.5 Schematic of the RC integration circuit.

Figure 2.6 RC derivation circuit.

one to restore the square waveform of a signal, after it was aﬀected by passing through wire
traces and connectors.
Study the behavior of the RC integration circuit using diﬀerent input waveforms (sine, triangular, square) and diﬀerent values for the resistor noted with R.
For diﬀerent values of the resistor, draw the approximate waveform of the output signal. Measure the period and the pulse widths.
How can you describe the relationship between the RC constant and the output waveforms?
How does the pulse widths of the output signals change depending on the value of the RC
constant?
What happens to the output signal if we use some very big or very small values for the R or
C?
The schematic of the RC derivation circuit is shown on ﬁgure 2.9.
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Figure 2.7 Waveforms of the RC derivation circuit for square shaped input signal (CH1 - input, CH2 output).

Figure 2.8 Waveforms of the RC derivation circuit with sine input signal (CH1 - input, CH2 - output).
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Table 2.4
Evaluation of the eﬀects of RC derivation circuit.
Resistance

Period

Width

.

Waveform

.

Amplitude

1 kΩ

2.7 kΩ

5 kΩ

10 kΩ

without
resistor
(inﬁnite)

Figure 2.9 Schematic of the RC derivation circuit.

Laboratory 3
Discrete logic gates. Measurements on
digital signals.
3.1

Objectives

The objectives of this laboratory are the following:
• Rise time and fall time measurements on the digital signals;
• Propagation time measurements tpLH and tpHL of the signals through logic gates;

3.2

Deﬁnition of timing parameters of logic gates

Figure 3.1 shows how timing parameters of logic gates are deﬁned.
• tr - rise time of the input voltage (rise edge), measured between the 10% and 90% level of the
amplitude of the input signal;
• tf - fall time of the input voltage (fall edge), measured between the 10% and 90% level of the
amplitude of the input signal;
• tHL , tLH - transition time of the output signal between HL and LH states, measured
between the 10% and 90% level of the amplitude of the output signal;
• tP HL , tP LH - propagation time from the input to the output when the output switches
between H (L) and L (H) states, measured on the horizontal axis between the points where the
input and output signal passes 50% of it’s amplitude.

3.3

Measurements on the 7404 IC

The 7404 IC contains 6 inverters, implemented in TTL (Transistor-to-Transistor Logic) and located
in the same package. The internal schematic of this IC is shown on ﬁgure 3.2.
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Figure 3.1 Definition of timing parameters.

Figure 3.2 Internal schematic of the 7404 IC (6 inverters), TTL technology.

3.3. Measurements on the 7404 IC

3.3.1
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Measuring the propagation delay through an inverter

Implement the circuit shown in ﬁgure 3.3. Connect the 5V output of the Hameg power supply to
the VCC pin of the IC.
Connect the output of the programmable function generator to the input of one of the inverters.
Choose the correct frequency of the input signal for the measurement you have to make (1 MHz?).
Connect the oscilloscope probes to the input (CH1) and output (CH2) of the inverter.
Using the oscilloscope measure and compare the rise time and fall time of the input and output
signals. Measure the propagation delays tP HL and tP LH .
Repeat the measurements using an input frequency of 10 MHz. What you can observe related to
the waveform of the output signal? What about the propagation delays?
Make sure to note the results for future reference.

Figure 3.3 Circuit with one inverter.

3.3.2

Measuring the propagation delay through a chain of inverters

Disconnect the power supply from the IC.
Connect some inverters in a chain, as shown in ﬁgure 3.4.
Reconnect the power supply to the IC.
Measure the rise time and fall time of the output signal of the last inverter in the chain. Measure the
propagation delay through the whole chain of inverters. Calculate the mean propagation delay of one
inverter. Compare the result obtained by calculus with the one obtained by the earlier measurement.
Analyse the precision of the measurements.

Figure 3.4 Circuit having 6 inverted connected in a chain.
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3.3.3

Variation of the propagation delay with the frequency

Repeat the propagation delay measurements using diﬀerent values for the frequency of the input
signal. Fill the table 3.1 and analyse the results.
Table 3.1
Comparison of the propagation delay for diﬀerent values of the input frequency.

Frequency

Period

Time/division

tP HL
div [ns]

tP LH
div [ns]

100 kHz
200 kHz
500 kHz
1 MHz

3.3.4

Variation of the propagation delay with the fan-out

Build a circuit consisting of one inverter driving the input of a diﬀerent number of inverters, as shown
ﬁgure 3.5.

Figure 3.5 Circuit with an inverter having fan-out of 4 (FO4).

Fill table 3.2 and analyse the variation of the propagation delay with fan-out. Study the meaning
of the notation FO4 (Fan Out Of 4).
Table 3.2
Study of the variation of propagation delay with the fan-out of the logic gate.

Fan-out
1
2
3
4
5

Time/division

tP HL
div [ns]

tP LH
div [ns]

3.4. Measurements on the 4001 IC

3.3.5
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Circuit having an odd number of inverters connected in loop

Connect 5 inverters in a loop as shown in ﬁgure 3.6. Make presumptions and explain on the expected
behavior of the circuit. Study the behavior of the circuit using the oscilloscope. Measure the
oscillation frequency of the circuit. Explain the relationship between the oscillation frequency of the
circuit and the propagation delay of an inverter.

Figure 3.6 Circuit with 5 inverters connected in a loop - oscillating circuit.

3.3.6

Circuit having an even number of inverters connected in a loop

Connect 4 inverters in a loop as shown in ﬁgure 3.7. Make presumptions and explain on the expected
behavior of the circuit. Study the behavior of the circuit using the oscilloscope. As you can suppose,
the circuit has two stable states. Modify the circuit’s state by connecting a piece of wire to the input
of one of the inverters and the other end to the ground, thus forcing the state to logic 0. Repeat the
experiment by connecting the wire to VCC, thus forcing the circuit’s state to logic 1.

Figure 3.7 Circuit with 4 inverters connected in a loop - bi-stable circuit.

3.4

Measurements on the 4001 IC

The 4001 IC contains 4, 2-input NOR gates implemented in CMOS technology, integrated in the
same package. The internal schematic of the IC is shown in ﬁgure 3.8.
Measure the propagation delays through a NOR gate. Make sure to connect 5V to VCC pin of the
IC. Remind that these NOR gates have 2 inputs. So, connect one of the inputs to the ground and
use the other input for the test signal.
Compare the propagation delays of logic gates implemented in CMOS and TTL technology.
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Figure 3.8 Internal schematic of the 4001 IC (4 NOR gates), CMOS technology.

Laboratory 4
XILINX-ISE Methodology. Schematic
description. Logic gates.
4.1

Objectives

The objectives of this laboratory are:
• Getting familiar with the Xilinx WebPack ISE environment;
• Using Xilinx Schematic Editor to create logic circuit drawings.

4.2

Usage of ISE WebPack Schematic Editor

XILINX ISE (Integrated Software Environment) is a digital system design environment for Xilinx’s
programmable digital circuits. Xilinx is oﬀering a wide range of applications for design using FPGA
or CPLD circuits. The design of the a digital system can be done using the Schematic editor or one
of the two supported hardware description languages (VHDL or Verilog).
For example, we consider the design of a combinatorial system which implements the following
logic function:
F = AB + CD
(4.1)

4.2.1

Starting ISE

To launch ISE WebPack double click on the icon associated with the program or follow the steps:
Start —> All Programs —> Xilinx ISE —> ISE —> Project Navigator.
The main window, Project Navigator, oﬀers an interface which organizes all ﬁles and applications
in such way that the user has a better overview of the design process. The main window is divided
into 4 panes:
• Source panel presents a list of all ﬁles associated with the current project;
• Process pane holds a list of all processes and operations which are available for the selected
ﬁle;
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• Transcript pane shows the status of the processes, as well as warning and error messages
resulted by running diﬀerent processes;

• Editor pane is used to view the content of a ﬁle.

Figure 4.1 The main window of XILINX ISE Webpack.

4.2.2

Creating a new project

To create a new project access:
File —> New Project
Complete the ﬁelds for project name, location and for Top-level source select Schematics. Click on
Next. Select (and remember) the directory the project is created in. Name the project as functionF.
The project consists of a set of ﬁles which going to be created in the project folder.

4.2. Usage of ISE WebPack Schematic Editor
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Figure 4.2 New Project Wizard Create New Project window.

In the device description window, shown in ﬁgure 4.3, complete the ﬁelds which describes the Xilinx
integrated circuit used in your project. Click Next.

Figure 4.3 New Project Wizard Device Properties window.

The development board used in the laboratory contains an FGPA circuit with the following features:
Device Family:
Device:
Package:
Speed Grade:

Spartan3E
XC3S500E
FG320
-4

The next 2 windows which are going to pop-up, New Project Wizard Create New Source and New
Project Wizard Add Existing Sources are shown in ﬁgures 4.4 respectively 4.5. At this stage the
user can create new source ﬁles or existing ones can be added to the project. Both creating new
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source ﬁles or adding existing ones can be done even after the creation of the project (later stages)
by selecting:
Project —> New Source...
Project —> Add Source...
For now, bypass these 2 windows by clicking on Next two times.

Figure 4.4 New Project Wizard Create New Source window.

Figure 4.5 New Project Wizard Add Existing Sources window.

In the last window of the set-up process, New Project Wizard Project Summary, you will ﬁnd a
summary of the newly created project including details of the circuit type used. Click on Finish.

4.2. Usage of ISE WebPack Schematic Editor
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Figure 4.6 New Project Wizard Project Summary window.

4.2.3

Creating a new schematic ﬁle (.sch)

To create a schematic source ﬁle, select Sources model xc3s500e-4fg320 from the source pane, then
and click Processes in Processes pane and double click on Create New Source.
An another way to do the above mentioned operation is to access Project —> New Source...

Figure 4.7 Sources pane and Processes pane.

In New Source Wizard Select Source Type window select Schematic and complete the ﬁelds for
ﬁle name and location. Click on Next and then Finish. Name the ﬁle as functionF. The ﬁle will be
saved with the .sch extension. Make sure you have selected the Add to project option.
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Figure 4.8 New Source Wizard Select Source Type window.

4.2.4

Adding components

The schematic drawing with logic gates associated to our function is shown in the ﬁgure 4.9.

Figure 4.9 Schematic drawing with logic gates associated to the F function.

On the upper left corner of Sources window you can ﬁnd a list of the available symbols and a list
of symbol categories. To easily ﬁnd a component (in this case logic gates) select Categories Logic.
In Symbols list you will ﬁnd logic gates’s symbols only. If you wish to ﬁnd a symbol by it’s name,
just try to type the ﬁrst letters of the symbol’s name in the Symbol Name Filter ﬁeld, thus narrowing
down the number of results. In Symbols list you will ﬁnd all symbols whose name starts with the
letters you typed in to the Symbol Name Filter ﬁlter ﬁeld.

4.2. Usage of ISE WebPack Schematic Editor
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Figure 4.10 Symbols window.

Select the symbol you need. To place it in your schematic, click on the location you wish to it to
be placed on. Place all the needed symbols this way.

4.2.5

Editing connections

Once the components are placed, these needs to be connected between each other with simple wires
or buses.
In order to make a connection click:
Add –> Wire (CTRL+W)
or
click on Add Wire icon

.

To make a connection between the pins of two components click on the pin of the ﬁrst component
then click on the pin of the second component.
A net can be given a name by selecting:
Add –> Net Name (CTRL+D)
or
click on Add Net Name icon

.

Create the connections between the components as shown in ﬁgure 4.9. Give the net the names as
you can see in the above mentioned ﬁgure.
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Adding input/output ports

To add input/output ports click on:
Add –> I/O Marker (CTRL+G)
or
use Add I/O Marker icon

.

Place I/O ports as shown in ﬁgure 4.9. Rename the the implicitly named ports with the recommended designations shown in ﬁgure 4.9. Right click on the port and then click Rename port.
Notice that I/O port names are case sensitive.

4.2.7

Verifying the schematic

In order to verify the correctness of the schematic (from electric point of view) click on
Tools –> Check Schematic
or
click on Check Schematic

.

If there are any errors regarding the wire connections, ports or components, they will be reported
through the error messages displayed in the Console section.
If there are no errors, the displays message is:

Start DRC ...
No error or warning is detected

4.2.8

Introducing graphical and text elements

Additionally to the functional elements of the schematic, graphical and text elements can be introduced: block for the title of the schematic, circles, arches, lines, rectangles or text.
To add a title block the procedure is similar to the one used to add components. In the Sources
window, at Categories select General. At Symbols select title component. After the block is placed,
you can edit it’s parameters by double clicking on it.
In the Object Properties window, ﬁgure 4.11, the user can modify the name, title and add additional
ﬁelds (e.g. additional info about the schematic) or modify other parameters.

4.2. Usage of ISE WebPack Schematic Editor
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Figure 4.11 Object Properties window.

Other graphical elements:
Rectangles:
Circles:
Lines:
Arches:

4.2.9

click
click
click
click

Add
Add
Add
Add

–>
–>
–>
–>

Rectangle or click on the Add Rectangle button;
Circle or click on theAdd Circle button;
Line (CTRL+L) or click on the Add Line button;
Arc or click on the Add Arc button.

Saving the schematic

To save the schematic click on:
File –> Save (CTRL+S)
or
click Save.
Save your schematic in functionF.sch ﬁle.

4.2.10

Creating and using custom symbol

In order to facilitate your future work you can create your own symbols or you can modify the
existing ones. The newly created symbols will be stored in the local symbol library. If you intend
to reuse a design in the future as part of an another design is a good idea to create a symbol for it.
If you do so, the whole design can be used by simply placing it’s symbol in the new design which
contains it.
To create a new symbol, click on Tools –> Symbol Wizard. In the ﬁrst dialogue window you can
select the shape for the symbol, as well as the naming convention for the I/O pins. For ease, select
Pin Name Source = Using Schematic. The next window, Symbol Wizard Pin Page as shown in ﬁgure
4.12, the I/O pins will appear with the name used in the source schematic. If you chose Specify
manually you have to manually introduce name for each I/O pin.
After ﬁnishing editing the symbol, click Next –> Next –> Finish.
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Figure 4.12 Symbol Wizard Pin Page window.

For the end, the symbol have to be saved as a .sym ﬁle. The name of the symbol should also be
the name of the ﬁle. In order to be able to use the newly created symbol in a new project, you have
to copy the .sym ﬁle and the according .sch ﬁle in the root folder of the destination project.

4.3

Testing the design on the development board

In order to be able to test the design on the development board we need to assign every I/O with
of the schematic to a physical pin of the FPGA. For example, we connect the inputs to the four
available switches and the output to an LED. This way we can trigger the circuit and observe the
output. The mapping in done based on a special ﬁle, having the .ucf extension (User Constraints
File). This ﬁle contains the association between design I/Os and physical pins of the integrated
circuit (FPGA).
The UCF syntax is the following:
NET "portName"

LOC = "pinLocation";

# comments

The functionF.ucf constraints ﬁle looks like the following (for our sample project):
# LED
NET "F"

LOC = "F12";

# LED0

# SWITCH
NET "A"
NET "B"
NET "C"
NET "D"

LOC
LOC
LOC
LOC

#
#
#
#

=
=
=
=

"L13";
"L14";
"H18";
"N17";

SW0
SW1
SW2
SW3

Using a simple text editor (Notepad), create and edit the content of functionF.ucf. After you
have created the ﬁle, you have to add it to the design, by clicking Add Source and selecting the
functionF.ucf.

4.3. Testing the design on the development board
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View the content of the ﬁle in the Sources sub-pane. The window is similar to the one shown in
ﬁgure 4.13.

Figure 4.13 Source files of the functionF project.

As all the necessary ﬁles have been added we can proceed to the implementation of the design.
Select the functionF.sch ﬁle by clicking on it. In the Processes for: functionF window (ﬁgure 4.14)
you can see the implementation stages for the design (FPGA speciﬁc). These implementation stages
are:
• Synthesize - XST - conversion of the schematic or textual description of the design into a
list of XILINX technology speciﬁc primitives. The software tool will generate status reports, a
graphical representation of the design, as well as a post-synthesis simulation model.
• Implement Design - this step is divided in 3 sub-steps.
– Translate - conversion of the project from diﬀerent description types (schematics, graphs,
description languages, etc.) to an unitary representation mode.
– Map - mapping of the logical operators to the existing physical resources of the FPGA.
– Place & Route - placement of the resources on the available locations and routing the
interconnecting wires to implement the desired function.
• Generate Programming File - generation of the programming ﬁle which contains the information necessary to conﬁgure all the existing resources of the FPGA. The ﬁle has the .bit
extension.
• Conﬁgure Target Device - launching a software application which transfers the .bit ﬁle from
the computer to the FPGA circuit. As a workaround, the content of .bit ﬁle can be converted
to ROM memory image, from which the FPGA can be conﬁgured as well.
These design stages can be performed one-by-one or all at once. After every step, numerous reports
will be exported, so the designer can monitor the progress and it’s correctness.
For this sample project ignore the intermediate stages and click on the Generate programming ﬁle. All the necessary steps will run successively and at the end the tool will generate the
programming ﬁle (.bit). The generated programming ﬁle, functionF.bit, will be loaded to the
Spartan3E development board and will conﬁgure the FPGA to perform the desired function.
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Figure 4.14 FPGA specific design implementation stages.

After processing the input ﬁles, the tool will generate a ﬁle containing the Verilog description of
the design, which will be saved as a .vf. For our sample project, the content of the ﬁle will contain
the instances of the logic gates implementing the desired function:
‘timescale 1ns / 1ps
module functionF(A,
B,
C,
D,
F);
input
input
input
input
output

A;
B;
C;
D;
F;

wire AB;
wire CD;
AND2 XLXI_1 (.I0(B),
.I1(A),
.O(AB));
AND2 XLXI_2 (.I0(D),
.I1(C),

4.3. Testing the design on the development board
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.O(CD));
OR2 XLXI_3 (.I0(CD),
.I1(AB),
.O(F));
endmodule

4.3.1

Loading the (.bit) conﬁguration ﬁle to the board

To load the conﬁguration ﬁle to the development board, expand the Processes Conﬁgure Target
Device pane and double click on Manage Conﬁguration Project (iMPACT).
The FPGA is programmed via the JTAG interface. The development board contains 3 JTAGenabled devices, connected in a chain.:
• xc3s500e the FPGA (used for the sample project implementation).
• xcf04s EPROM (contains a default program for the FPGA, mainly used to perform the initial
tests for the development board).
• xc2c64a CPLD (is a hardware module used to perform the programming of the FPGA circuit
with the content of the EEPROM, at power-up).
After automatically determining the cable type connected between the computer and the Spartan3E board, the software tool will show a graphical representation of the chain consisting of the above
mentioned 3 circuits, as shown in ﬁgure 4.15.

Figure 4.15 Graphical representation of the JTAG chain with the 3 components, FPGA, CPLD and
EEPROM.

Every of the 3 JTAG components can be separately programmed through the JTAG interface and
has it’s own programming ﬁle. On the ﬁrst dialogue window click on Finish. In the following window
you will select programming ﬁle that is going to be loaded on the FPGA (the ﬁrst item in the chain)
and click Open. For the next two items of the chain just click on Bypass.
To ﬁnish the process, right click on the xc3s500e FPGA and click Program.
Using the switches trigger the inputs of the circuit for all the possible combinations and ﬁll in the
4.1 truth table. Verify the results by comparing them to the ones obtained with analytically solving
the function.
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Table 4.1
Truth table of the F function.

A
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

4.4

B
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

C
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

D
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

F

Knowledge testing

Derive the schematic representation and implement it on the FPGA for the following Boolean functions.

G = A + BC + D
H = ((A ⊕ B)C)D

(4.2)

Write a .ucf constraint ﬁle in which you map the inputs of the functions to the available switches
and the output to a LED.
Fill in the 4.2 truth table for both functions and verify the result by comparing them to the results
obtained by analytical calculus.
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Table 4.2
The truth table for G and H functions.

A
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

B
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

C
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

D
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

G

H

Laboratory 5
Schematic description. Combinatorial
logic circuits.
5.1

Objectives

The implementation methodology of digital systems using XILINX ISE was covered in details in the
previous class. For this laboratory, the proposed objectives are the following:
• Exercising the implementation of digital systems on Xilinx FPGAs, starting from schematic
description;
• Using the oscilloscope and logic analyser to investigate digital systems.

5.2

5.2.1

Implementation of combinatorial logic systems starting
from schematic description
Logic function with two inputs

Implement a combinatorial logic circuit described by the equation:
∑
F 1(A, B) = (0, 1, 3)
Follow the following steps:
• Complete the truth table.
• Draw the V-K diagram for the function, minimize it and deduce the minimal structure of logic
gates that implements the desired functionality.
• Create a new project in Xilinx ISE and name it F1. Draw the schematic with logic gates. Save
the ﬁle as F1.sch.
• Create the constraints ﬁle for the project. and save it as F1.ucf. Connect inputs A and B to
SW1 (L14) respectively SW0 (L13) switches. Assign the output of the system to LD0 (F12)
LED.
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• Generate the conﬁguration ﬁle F1.bit and download it into FPGA.
• Trigger the inputs by changing the position of the switches and observe the output (LED).
Fill in the truth table for F 1 and compare the experimental results with the ones obtained by
analytical calculus.

5.2.2

Logic function with three inputs

Implement a combinatorial logic function described by the equation:
∑
F 2(A, B, C) = (1, 3, 4, 7)
Follow the steps described in the previous paragraph. Create a new project in Xilinx ISE and name
it F2. Draw the schematic with logic gates. Save the schematic as F2.sch. Create the constraints
ﬁle for the project and save it as F2.ucf. Connect inputs A, B and C to SW2 (H18), SW1 (L14)
respectively SW0 (L13) switches. Assign the output of the system to LD0 (F12) LED.
Trigger the inputs by changing the position of the switches and observe the output (LED). Fill in
the truth table for F 2 and compare the experimental results with the ones obtained by analytical
calculus.

5.3

Using the oscilloscope to investigate combinatorial logic
functions

The oscilloscope is an instrument which let us view the waveform of periodic signals. In order to be
able to use an analog oscilloscope to investigate digital circuits we need the input and output signals
to be periodical.
We’ll make the following modiﬁcations to the project:
• Design and implement in FPGA a stimulus generator, which triggers the inputs of the investigated combinatorial circuits and ensures driving the circuit to all possible states. For
combinatorial circuits with N inputs, the stimulus generator can be implemented as a synchronous N-bit counter. Figure 5.1 shows the schematic drawing of a stimulus generator like
the one mentioned above.

Figure 5.1 Periodical stimulus generator (genSignals2.sch).

A periodical stimulus generator can be implemented as a synchronous counter with 2 or more
bits.

5.3. Using the oscilloscope to investigate combinatorial logic functions
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• Design of a system which instantiates the combinatorial circuit and the stimulus generator.
The inputs and outputs of this circuit are going to be connected to the I/O connectors of the
Spartan-3E board. The oscilloscope probes can access this way both the input and output
signals of the tested combinatorial circuit. Figure 5.2 shows the graphical representation of the
structure of the project having the instances of the two blocks.

Figure 5.2 Analysed combinatorial circuit, connected to the counter-based stimulus generator
(F1test.sch).

5.3.1

Logic function with two inputs

Investigate the same function:
∑
F 1(A, B) = (0, 1, 3)
Based on F1.sch, create a symbol and save it as F1.sym.
Create a new schematic ﬁle and name it F1test.sch. Place an instance of the stimulus generator
(genSignal2.sym) and an instance of function F1 (F1.sym). Set F1test as the top module of the
design. Create a constraint ﬁle and save it as (F1test.ucf). The content of the constraint ﬁle is the
following:
# clock signal for the stimulus generator
NET "CLK"
LOC = "C9";
# asynchronous reset
NET "RESET"
LOC = "K17" | PULLDOWN;
# input and outputs
NET "A"
LOC = "D7";
NET "B"
LOC = "C7";
NET "F1_o"
LOC = "E8";

# 50 MHz
# BTN South

# J4 IO9
# J4 IO10
# J4 IO12

Rerun the implementation process and ensure the F1test.bit was re-generated. Connect the
oscilloscope probes (3 channels) to the proper I/O connector pins and view the waveforms. (CH1 =
A[J4-IO9], CH3 = B[J4-IO10], CH4 = F1[J4-IO12]).
Which signal you think would proper for triggering the oscilloscope’s time-base? The triggering
source of the oscilloscope should have only one rising edge in each period. This condition is satisﬁed
by the most signiﬁcant bit of the counter used as the stimulus generator for out test case. So, in this
case we should trigger the oscilloscope with the signal associated to port B.
Switch the oscilloscope to digital mode (push ANALOG/DIGITAL button and make sure the
corresponding LED turns blue).
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The image you should see on the oscilloscope is similar to the one shown in 5.3. You can observe
the waveforms of the two inputs A and B (all 4 combinations) and the waveform of the output signal.
The output is logic high when the inputs are triggered with one of the combinations that match the
minterms of the function (0, 1 and 3).

Figure 5.3 Oscilloscope image, investigating F1 (CH1 - A, CH3 - B, CH4 - F1).

5.3.2

Logic function with three inputs

Investigate the 3 input logical function in the same manner as described in the previous paragraph.
∑
F 2(A, B, C) = (1, 3, 4, 7)
The constraint ﬁle saved as F2test.ucf will contain an additional line for input C:
NET "C"

LOC = "F8";

# J4 IO11

Use all four available channels of the oscilloscope to view the waveforms of the input and output.
(CH1 = A[J4-IO9], CH2 = B[J4-IO10], CH3 = C[J4-IO11], CH4 = F2[J4-IO12]). You should get
an oscilloscope image similar to the one shown is ﬁgure 5.4. Make a correlation between the the
waveforms and the truth table of the function.

5.4

Using logic analyser to investigate combinatorial logic
circuits

The logic analyser is an instrument with which one can visualize several digital signals in the same
time. In contrast to the oscilloscope, the logic analyser can display non-periodical signals also. The
logic analyser doesn’t show the real waveform of a signal, but only the logic level of it.

5.4. Using logic analyser to investigate combinatorial logic circuits
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Figure 5.4 Oscilloscope image, investigation of F2 (CH1 - A, CH2 - B, CH3 - C, CH4 - F2).

5.4.1

Logic function with two inputs

Investigate the same function:
∑
F 1(A, B) = (0, 1, 3)
To investigate the combinatorial circuit associated to F 1 use the same bit-stream (F1test.bit)
that we used for the experiment with the oscilloscope.
Connect the probes of the logic analyser to the proper pins of the I/O connector, as described in
table 5.1. Start the application and analyser view the waveforms.
Table 5.1
Mapping the logic analyser’s channels to the inputs and output of function F1.

Port

FPGA Pin

Board Connector

A
B
F1

D7
C7
E8

J4-I09
J4-I010
J4-I012

Channel, Connector
logic analyser
0, black/white
1, brown/white
3, orange/white

Connect the ground channel of the analyser (black/grey) to one of the GND pins of the Spartan-3E
board.
Create a new project for the logic analyser in which you activate and place just the channels you
are going to use (0, 1 and 2). The mapping of the channels is suggested in table 5.1. Save the project
ﬁle as f1.LPF.
Set the triggering source of the analyser as the rising edge of the signal A.
The image you should obtain is similar to the one shown in ﬁgure 5.5. You can observe the
waveforms of the A and B input (all 4 possible combinations) as well as the waveform of the output
F1. The output is logic high when the inputs are triggered with one of the combinations that match
the minterms of the function (0, 1 and 3).
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Figure 5.5 Waveforms of the logic analyser while investigating F1.

5.4.2

Logic function with three inputs

Investigate the 3 input logical function in the same manner as described in the previous paragraph.
∑
F 2(A, B, C) = (1, 3, 4, 7)
The project ﬁle saved as f2.LPF will contains an additional line corresponding for input C, as
shown in table 5.2.
Table 5.2
Mapping of the logic analyser’s channels to the inputs and output of function F2.

Port

FPGA Pin

Board Connector

A
B
C
F1

D7
C7
F8
E8

J4-I09
J4-I010
J4-I011
J4-I012

Channel, Connector
Logic analyser
0, black/white
1, brown/white
2, red/white
3, orange/white

Use 4 channels of the logic analyser to visualize the 3 inputs and output of the F2 function. You
should obtain an image similar with the one shown in ﬁgure 5.6. Make a correlation between the the
waveforms and the truth table of the function F2.

Figure 5.6 Waveforms of the logic analyser while investigating F2.

Laboratory 6
Decoders. Multiplexers. Adders.
6.1

Objectives

The objectives of this laboratory are:
• Strengthening students’ knowledge about combinatorial logic circuits like decoders, multiplexers and adders;
• Exercising the usage of XILINX ISE Webpack for digital system implementation, starting from
schematic description;
• Testing the combinatorial logic circuits implemented on the Spartan-3E board, using the oscilloscope and the logic analyser.

6.2

Decoders

A decoder is a combinatorial circuit with n inputs and 2n outputs, which identiﬁes an input combination by activating the corresponding output.
Figure 6.1 shows the symbol of a 2-bit decoder. Table 6.1 shows the truth table which describes
the function of the 2-bit decoder.

Figure 6.1 Symbol of the 2-bit decoder.
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Table 6.1
The truth table of the 2-bit decoder.

E
1
0
0
0
0

A1
x
0
0
1
1

A0
x
0
1
0
1

D3
0
0
0
0
1

D2
0
0
0
1
0

D1
0
0
1
0
0

D0
0
1
0
0
0

Create a project in XILINX ISE having the starting point set as schematic description to study
the behavior of a 2-bit decoder. Use the D2 4E symbol from the standard Xilinx library. For input
and output interconnections use wire buses, as shown in ﬁgure 6.2.

Figure 6.2 Schematic drawing showing the connections of the 2-bit decoder.

As the stimulus generator use the genSignal8 module. The schematic ﬁle (genSignal8.sch) and
symbol ﬁle (genSignal.sym) of it can be found on the website dedicated to this lab. Download the
ﬁles and add them to the current ISE project.
Draw the schematic of the system which includes the symbol of the decoder (dcd2.sym) as well
as the symbol of the stimulus generator (genSignal8.sym). Make sure the connections are made as
shown in ﬁgure 6.3. Note the correspondence by name of the dcdIn wire buses.

Figure 6.3 Schematic drawing of the test environment for the 2-bit decoder.

Download from the lab’s website the constraint ﬁle and add it to the project (dcd2test.ucf). The
project ﬁle for the logic analyser (dcd2test.lpf) can be downloaded from this location as well.
Study the behavior of the 2-bit decoder by viewing the input and output signals with the oscilloscope and the logic analyser. When using the oscilloscope the en signal should be chosen as the
triggering source. Move the probes of channels 1, 2 and 3 between the inputs and outputs of the
system. Thus, you can observe the timing correlation of the signals, taking the en as the reference.
Table 6.2 shows the mapping between the FPGA pins and the logic analyser channels used to test
the 2-bit decoder.
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Table 6.2
Mapping between the FPGA pins and the logic analyser channels for the 2-bit decoder
test setup.

Port

FPGA Pin

Board connector

en
dcdin(1)
dcdin(0)
dcdOut(3)
dcdOut(2)
dcdOut(1)
dcdOut(0)

D7
C7
F8
B4
A4
D5
C5

J4-I09
J4-I010
J4-I011
J1-IO1
J1-IO2
J1-IO3
J1-IO4

Channel, Connector
logic analyser
0, black/white
1, brown/white
2, red/white
4, yellow/white
5, green/white
6, blue/white
7, mauve/white

Draw the waveforms shown by the oscilloscope by taking into account the timing correlation of the
signals.
Verify the operation of the reset button (BTN South (RESET)(K17)) using the logic analyser.
How can you do that?
Download from the lab’s website the Verilog ﬁles which describes the behavior of the same modules
dcd2.v and genSignal8.v, as well as the source ﬁles of the simulation environment, dcd2test.v
and dcd2tb.v. Run the simulation for the 2-bit decoder.
Re-implement the system, this time based on the Verilog source code.
Compare the results of the simulation with the results obtained by investigating the system with
the logic analyser.

6.3

Multiplexer

The multiplexer is a combinatorial circuit which bypasses one of the 2n data input lines to the output,
based on the value of the n-bit selection code.
A multiplexer may have an input signal for output validation.
Figure 6.4 shows the symbol of an 4:1 multiplexer from the Xilinx symbol library. The 6.3 table
shows the truth table of the same circuit.
Table 6.3
The truth table of the 4:1 MUX with output validation.

E
1
0
0
0
0

S1
0
0
1
1

S0
0
1
0
1

O
0
D0
D1
D2
D3

Create a new project in XILINX ISE to study the behavior of the 4:1 multiplexer. Use the M4 1E
symbol from the Xilinx library. For the input/output interconnections use wire buses, as shown in
ﬁgure 6.5.
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Figure 6.4 The symbol of a MUX4:1 with output validation input (XILINX ISE).

Figure 6.5 Schematic showing the interconnections of the 4:1 multiplexer.
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As stimulus generator, use the genSignal8 module. The schematic ﬁle (genSignal8.sch) and
symbol ﬁle (genSignal.sym) of it can be found on the website dedicated to this lab. Download the
ﬁles and add them to the current ISE project.
Draw a schematic which includes the 4:1 multiplexer (mux4x1.sym) and the stimulus generator
(genSignal8.sym) as well. Make sure the connections are done as shown in ﬁgure 6.6.

Figure 6.6 Schematic of the test environment for the 4:1 MUX.

Download the constraint ﬁle (mux4x1eTest.ucf) from the lab’s website and add it to the project.
The project ﬁle for the logic analyser (mux4x1eTest.lpf) can be downloaded from the same location.
Study the behavior of the multiplexer by viewing the input and output signals with the oscilloscope
and the logic analyser. When using the oscilloscope the en signal should be chosen as the triggering
source. Move the probes of channels 1, 2 and 3 between the inputs and outputs of the system. Thus,
you can observe the timing correlation of the signals, taking the en as the reference.
Table 6.4 shows the mapping between the FPGA pins and the channels of the logic analyser for
the 4:1 MUX test setup.
Table 6.4
Mapping between the FPGA pins and the channels of the logic analyser for the 4:1
multiplexer test setup.

Port

FPGA Pin

Board connector

en
selIn(1)
selIn(0)
dataIn(3)
dataIn(2)
dataIn(1)
dataIn(0)
muxOut

D7
C7
F8
E8
B4
A4
D5
C5

J4-I09
J4-I010
J4-I011
J4-I012
J1-IO1
J1-IO2
J1-IO3
J1-IO4

Channel, Connector
logic analyser
0, black/white
1, brown/white
2, red/white
3, orange/white
4, yellow/white
5, green/white
6, blue/white
7, mauve/white

Draw the waveforms shown by the oscilloscope by taking into account the timing correlation of the
signals.

6.4

2-bit adder/subtractor

The block diagram of an adder/subtractor circuit is shown in ﬁgure 6.7. The mapping of the ports
to the FPGA pins (board) can be found in table 6.5.
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Figure 6.7 Block diagram of a 2-bit adder/subtractor.

Table 6.5
Mapping of the adder/subtractor’s ports to the FPGA pins (board).
Port
opA i
opB i
sum o
addSub i

Direction
in
in
out
in

Number of bits
2
2
4
1

Board location
SW1 SW0
SW3 SW2
LED3-0
BTN South

FPGA Pin
L14, L13
N17, H18
F11, E11, E12, F12
K17

Description
First operand
Second operand
Result
Command: 0 = addition, 1 = subtraction

The adder/subtractor module can be described in the Verilog HDL as follows (you can also download it from the lab’s website: addSub.v):
module addSub(
opA_i,
opB_i,
sum_o,
addSub_i
);
input[1:0]
input[1:0]
output[3:0]
input

opA_i;
opB_i;
sum_o;
addSub_i;

reg[3:0]

sum_o;

always @(opA_i or opB_i or addSub_i)
if (addSub_i) sum_o <= opA_i - opB_i; else
sum_o <= opA_i + opB_i;
endmodule
The mapping of the ports of the system to the the FPGA pins can be edited in the constraint ﬁle
of the project (addSub.ucf). You can download it from the lab’s website.
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Download the addSub.v and addSub.ucf source ﬁles from the lab’s website and create a new
project in Xilinx ISE specifying ”HDL” as project start-point. As an alternative, you can conﬁgure
the device using the addSub.bit bitstream ﬁle, which can be downloaded from the lab’s website.
Programming the device can be done by launching the impact application. Launching this application with the proper parameters can be done by using the prog.bat ﬁle, which is also available on
the lab’s website.
Execute the .bat ﬁle with the following command run at the command prompt:
prog addSub
Conﬁgure the device with the addSub.bit ﬁle (you can run the implementation ﬂow to obtain the
ﬁle or you can download it from the lab’s website)
Using the FPGA board with the addSub design loaded into it, ﬁll in the table 6.6. Check the
functionality of the system by converting the numbers from binary to decimal.
Table 6.6
Veriﬁcation of the adder/subtractor circuitry.

Operation
decimal
1+1=2
1+2=3
2+1=3
3+3=6
1-1=0
1 - 2 = -1
2-1=1
1 - 3 = -2

a
binary

b
binary

s
binary

s
decimal

What can you observe regarding the operations whose result should be a negative number?

Laboratory 7
Flip-Flops
7.1

Objectives

The objectives of this lab class are the following:
• Strengthening your knowledge about sequential circuits: latches and ﬂip-ﬂops;
• Exercising the usage of the oscilloscope and the logic analyser to investigate sequential circuits,
as well as designing stimulus generators.

7.2

Latch - Flip-Flop comparison

The 7474 integrated circuit (IC) contains two D ﬂip-ﬂops. The 7475 contains two D latches. The
package outlines and signiﬁcance of the pins are shown in ﬁgure 7.1.

(7474)

(7475)

Figure 7.1 Package outlines of 7474 (2 D flip-flops) and 7475 (2 D latches).

In order to compare the behavior of a D ﬂip-ﬂop with the behavior of a D latch we need to trigger
both circuits with the same input signals (data and clock). The input signals used for demonstration
purposes for this lab are generated using a complex signal generator implemented on the FPGA
board. The circuit which need to be created by you is shown in ﬁgure 7.2.
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Figure 7.2 The schematic of the circuit used for behavioral comparison of the D latch and D flip-flop.

Implement the circuit by connecting the test pattern generatorş outputs (FPGA board) to the
proper inputs of the latch and ﬂip-ﬂop. The mapping of the input/outputs is shown in table 7.1.
Table 7.1
Mapping between the FPGA boardş connectors and ports of the latch and ﬂip-ﬂop.

Signiﬁcance
CK
D

Board connector
J4-IO9
J4-IO10

To conﬁgure the FPGA board use the conﬁguration ﬁle available on the lab’s website (genSignalLatchFf.bit). Conﬁgured with this bitstream, the FPGA will generate the waveforms shown in
ﬁgure 7.3.
CK
D

Figure 7.3 The clock and data signals used for behavioral comparison of the D latch and D flip-flop

Connect the oscilloscope’s probes as shown in ﬁgure 7.2. View the waveforms and compare the
behavior of the D latch with the behavior of the D ﬂip-ﬂop. Draw the viewed waveforms, as shown
in ﬁgure 7.4, by taking into account timing correlation of the input and output signals.
As an alternative, visualize the same waveforms using teh logic analyser. The project ﬁle (genLatchFf.LPF) for the analyser can be downloaded form the lab’s website.
Figure 7.5 shows waveforms of the clock, input data and output data of the 7474 D ﬂip-ﬂop and
the 7475 D latch, viewed on the oscilloscope and logic analyser.
Verify the correctness of the waveforms based on the following deﬁnitions:
• D Latch: bypasses the input signal to the output while the clock signal is active (high).
Maintains the last state while the clock is inactive (low).

7.3. Synchronous flip-flops connected in series
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CK
D
Qlatch
Qff

Figure 7.4 Waveforms of behavioral comparison of D flip-flop and D latch.

always @(CK or D)
if (CK) Qlatch <= D;
• D Flip-Flop: The D ﬂip-ﬂop is edge sensitive. At the moment when a rising edge on the clock
signal occurs, the value of the input signal is memorized and the output is maintained until
the next rising edge event.
always @(posedge CK)
Qff <= D;
Note that that CH1 and CH2 of the oscilloscope are analog, while CH3 and CH4 are digital (the
outputs of the latch and ﬂip-ﬂops are connected to the digital channels).
Observe the diﬀerences between the waveforms shown by the oscilloscope and the waveforms shown
by the logic analyser.
Observe the diﬀerences between the same waveforms shown on the analog channels (1 and 2) and
the digital channels (3 and 4). (View the same waveform in the same time on channel 1 and channel
3). What is causing the visible diﬀerences?
Figure 7.6 shows a part of ﬁgure 7.5, but in more detail. You can observe the propagation of the D
input pulses through the D latch in the time interval when the clock signal is high. This pulses are
ignored by the D ﬂip-ﬂop. The input pulses which occurs while the clock signal is low are ignored
by both the D latch and the D ﬂip-ﬂop.

7.3

Synchronous ﬂip-ﬂops connected in series

Study the behavior of two ﬂip-ﬂops connected in series, using the circuit shown in ﬁgure 7.7. Both
ﬂip-ﬂops works on the same clock signal. The input signal of the ﬁrst ﬂip-ﬂop is connected to the
signal generator implemented on the FPGA board. The output of the ﬁrst ﬂip-ﬂop is fed to the input
of the second one.
Draw, as shown in ﬁgure 7.8, the waveforms of the outputs of the two ﬂip-ﬂops, taking into account
the timing correlation between them and the input signals.
The waveforms shown in ﬁgure 7.9 points out the fact that the output signal of the second ﬂip-ﬂop
is the delayed version of the output signal of the ﬁrst ﬂip-ﬂop. Note the sampled logic state at the
input of the second ﬂip-ﬂop. Although it seems that the D input is modiﬁed exactly at the moment
of rising edge of the clock, the D input is sampled to the previous value of input signal (the value
which was present on the input prior to the rising edge of the clock).
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Figure 7.5 Waveforms of the 7474 D flip-flop and the 7475 D latch, as shown on the oscilloscope and on
the logic analyser.

7.3. Synchronous flip-flops connected in series
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Figure 7.6 Detail: Waveforms of the 7474 D flip-flop and 7475 D-latch (as shown on the oscilloscope and
on the logic analyser).

Figure 7.7 Circuit used to study the behavior of two flip-flops connected in series.
CK
D
Qff1
Qff2

Figure 7.8 Waveforms of the 2 flop-flops connected in series.
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Figure 7.9 Waveforms of the synchronous flop-flops connected in series.

